
COMBINE WITH 

SUITABLE FOR: Children aged 7+  

GREAT FOR: Birthday Parties, Team Building, Stag 
Events, Sporting Events, Corporate Events  

SET UP: Inside only  

REQUIRES: Standard electrical power and a flat 
surface  

SIZES: 1.22m width X 2.15m length X 0.83m height  

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:  

- Referee/Attendant  

- Additional day hire (dry hire only)  

- Overnight hire (until 10am, dry hire only)  

WHAT’S INCLUDED:  

- Air hockey table with 2x pucks and 2x pushers  

  

An arcade classic and the simplest yet most 
competitive game of them all. Air Hockey becomes a 
fast-paced battle to defeat your opponent, but as 
much as quick wits, speedy reaction times and good 
coordination will save you, skills are what you need!  

Being a full 7ft sized table and open to 2 players, the 
black carbon finish and audible electronic scorer 
means it fits in perfectly at any event, party or even 
office rec space! With electric motors inside that are 
built to last, you can be guaranteed to play for fast yet 
smooth puck action.  

The Air Hockey table requires a standard plug socket 
and should only be used outside if covered by a 
marquee.  

Why not combine with one of our other bar games for 
longer gameplay and a great discount: Pool Table | 
Table Tennis | Arcade Machine | Strike a Light | Table 
Football  

CUSTOMER REVIEWS 

 
"We all enjoyed the air hockey especially, got a chalk 
board up and started a mini tournament lol! Thank you 
ever so much to the guys that came, really friendly."  

Pool Table Strike A Light Table Tennis Contact Us Direct:  01322 479909 | info@leisureking.co.uk 

Simple to play but are you quick enough to 

shoot and defend your goal? Quick wits and 

fast movements, test your skill in the arcade 

AIR HOCKEY  

SPECIAL OFFER 
HIRE TWO BAR GAMES FOR A DISCOUNT 


